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in order to improve access to its exhibitions in galleries 1 and 2 at level 6, the centre pompidou 
will, for the first time, implement a system of mandatory reservations with a choice of slots. 

“bacon: books and painting” (september 11, 2019 – January 20, 2020) will be the first exhibition 

accessible only by reservation. this will allow a better experience for all visitors, especially during 

the renovation of the canopy, the main entrance of the centre pompidou and its emblematic 

“caterpillar” consisting of escalators located in the front.  

the reservation applies to all visitors except to those who already benefit from free admission.

the date-stamped tickets of “bacon : books and painting” will give access, after the visit 
of the exhibition, to all the spaces of the pompidou center including the museum’s permanent 
collections. ticketing for the national Museum of Modern art and the Galleries 3 and 4 exhibitions 

remains unchanged.

Reservations are open since June 14.

to reserve : 

www.billetterie.centrepompidou.fr

vISIT SPEcIfIcITIES

ThE cEnTRE PoMPIDoU SETS UP 
ExcLUSIvE RESERvaTIonS 
wITh TIME SLoTS foR ExhIBITIonS 
In GaLERIES 1 anD 2

in partnershipmedia with

https://www.centrepompidou.fr/cpv/agenda/event.action%3Fparam.id%3DFR_R-98422f4ec997b38e22b5fcc316c6dff7%26param.idSource%3DFR_E-98422f4ec997b38e22b5fcc316c6dff7
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PRESS RELEaSE
Bacon : BooKS anD PaInTInG
11 SEPTEMBER 2019 - 20 janUaRy 2020
Galerie 2, level 6

After the exhibitions showcasing Marcel duchamp, René Magritte, André derain and Henri Matisse, 
the centre pompidou continues its re-examination of key 20th century works by devoting a major 
exhibition to francis bacon. the last major french exhibition of this artist’s work was held in 1996 
at the centre pompidou. More than twenty years later, Bacon : Books and Painting presents 
paintings dating from 1971, the year of the retrospective event at the national galleries 
of the grand palais, to his final works in 1992. didier ottinger is the curator of this innovative 
exploration of the influence of literature in francis bacon’s painting.  

the exhibition includes six rooms along the gallery, placing literature at the heart of the exhibition. 

these rooms play readings of excerpts of texts taken from Francis bacon’s library. Mathieu amalric, 

Jean-Marc barr, carlo brandt, valérie Dreville, hippolyte Girardot, Dominique reymond 

and andré Wilms read from aeschylus, nietzsche, bataille, leiris, conrad and eliot. not only 

did these authors inspire bacon’s work and motifs directly, they also shared a poetic world, forming 

a ‘spiritual family’ the artist identified with. each writer expressed a form of ‘atheology’, a distrust 

of any values (abstract beauty, historical teleology or deity, etc.) likely to dictate the form and meaning 

of ways of thinking or of an art work. From nietzsche’s fight against the ‘backworlds’ 

to bataille’s ‘base materialism’, eliot’s fragmentation, aeschylus’ tragedy, conrad’s ‘regressionism’ 

and leiries’ ‘sacred’, these authors shared the same amoral and realist vision of the world, a concept 

of art and its forms liberated from the a priori of idealism.
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the inventory of Francis bacon’s library, undertaken by the Department of history of art and architecture 

at trinity college Dublin, lists more than a thousand works. While denying any ‘narrative’ exegesis 

in his work, Francis bacon, nevertheless admitted that literature represented a powerful stimulus 

for his imagination. rather than giving shape to a story, poetry, novels and philosophy inspired a ‘general 

atmosphere’ ; ‘images’ which emerged like the Furies in his paintings. 

bacon confided to David sylvester his interest in the works of eliot or aeschylus, which he claimed 

to ‘know by heart’, adding that he only ever really read texts which evoked ‘immediate images’ for him. 

these images owed more to the poetic world, existential philosophy or form of literature that he chose, 

rather than to the stories they told. 

Three Studies for Figures at the Base of a Crucifixion, dating from 1944, testifies to the impact of aeschylus’ 

tragedy on his work. in 1981, bacon produced a triptych which was explicitly inspired by the Oresteia. 

in addition to his own motifs, bacon drew on the t.s. eliot poem The Waste Land for its fragmented 

construction and its ‘collage’ of languages and multiple tales. (Triptych Inspired by T.S. Eliot’s Poem 

«Sweeney Agonistes», 1967 hirshhorn Museum, Washington.) 

among his contemporaries, Michel leiris was the writer who was closest to Francis bacon. he was 

the French translator of the painter’s interviews with David sylvester, and was the only artist with whom 

the painter envisaged creating an illustrated publication (Miroir de la Tauromachie, published in 1990). 

the exhibition at the centre pompidou focuses on works produced by bacon in the last two decades 

of his career. it consists of sixty paintings (including 12 triptychs, in addition to a series of portraits 

and self-portraits) from major private and public collections. From 1971 to 1992 (the year of the artist’s death), 

his painting style was marked by its simplification and intensification. his colours acquired new depth, 

drawn from a unique chromatic register of yellow, pink and saturated orange.

1971 was a turning point for bacon. the exhibition at the Grand palais earned him international acclaim, 

while the tragic death of his partner, just a few days before the exhibition opened, gave way to a period 

marked by guilt and represented by a proliferation of the symbolic and mythological form of the erinyes 

(the Furies of Greek mythology) in his work. the ‘black’ triptychs painted in memory of his deceased 

friend (In Memory of George Dyer, 1971, triptych–August 1972 and Triptych, May–June 1973), all presented 

at the exhibition, commemorate this loss.

the centre pompidou will also be organising several events linked to the Bacon : Books and Painting exhibition. 

the Bacon, a French Passion seminar will explore, in particular, bacon’s influence on a number of authors, 

such as hervé Guibert, claude simon, Gilles Deleuze, Didier anzieu or philippe sollers. 

the 2019 edition of the Extra! Festival, devoted to non-book literature, will organise several evenings 

around bacon (readings, performances, projected, visual or digital literature, sound poetry, etc.)

an anthology of texts will also be published as a complement of the exhibition catalogue.
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2. ThE KEy PoInTS of ThE ExhIBITIon

tHe fiRSt exHibition in fRAnce foR MoRe tHAn 20 YeARS

- the last French retrospective of Francis bacon was in 1996, 
at the centre pompidou

- More than 20 years later, this exhibition allows a new generation 
to discover Francis bacon’s work

An exHibition pReSenting 12 tRiptYcHS (1971 - 1992)

An exHibition tHAt qUeStionS
« How to expoSe liteRAtURe? »

A new inteRpRetAtion of HiS ARtwoRK

- the exhibition explores the intensity of bacon’s relationship to literature.

- literature is not only read, but it is also listened to.
the exhibition offers an immersion into some of bacon’s favorite authors, 
thanks to actor’s readings
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Galerie 2, level 6
exhibition Design: laurence Fontaine 

3. MaP
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4. ExcERPTS fRoM SELEcTED aUThoRS 

JoSepH conRAd, The hearT of Darkness, londReS, pengUin clASSicS, 2007, p. 86
“anything approaching the change that came over his features i have never seen before, and hope 

never to see again. oh, i wasn’t touched. i was fascinated. it was as though a veil had been rent. i saw 

on that ivory face the expression of somber pride, of ruthless power, of craven terror – of an intense 

and hopeless despair. Did he live his life again in every detail of desire, temptation, and surrender during 

that supreme moment of complete knowledge? he cried in a whisper at some image, at some vision – 

he cried out twice, a cry that was no more than a breath – “the horror! the horror!”

geoRgeS bAtAille, « cHRoniqUe. dictionnAiRe », DocumenTs, no 6, noveMbRe 1929, p. 329
« slauGhterhouse – the slaughterhouse is linked to religion in so far as the temples of bygone eras 

[…] served two purposes: they were used both for prayer and for killing. the result […] was certainly 

a disturbing convergence of the mysteries of myth and the ominous grandeur typical of those places

in which blood flows. […] in our time, nevertheless, the slaughterhouse is cursed and quarantined 

like a plague-ridden ship. now, the victims of this curse are neither butchers nor beasts, but those same 

good folk who countenance, by now, only their own unseemliness, an unseemliness commensurate 

with an unhealthy need of cleanliness, with irascible meanness, and boredom. the curse […] leads them 

to vegetate as far as possible from the slaughterhouse, to exile themselves, out of propriety, to a flabby 

world in which nothing fearful remains and in which, subject to the ineradicable obsession of shame, 

they are reduced to eating cheese »

fRiedRicH nietzScHe, « tHe dionYSiAn woRld view »,1870
the Greeks, who in their gods both expressed and concealed the secret doctrine of their vision of the world, 

established two gods as the dual sources of their art: apollo and Dionysus. Within the realm of art, 

these names represent opposing styles that are almost always in conflict with each other and which seemed 

to merge together only once, at the moment of the great flowering of the hellenic ‘will’, within the art 

of athenian tragedy. there are only two states in which man may reach the bliss of existence : dream 

and drunkenness.

[...]

in what way was apollo able to become the god of art? only in the sense that he is the god of representations 

of dreams. he is ‘appearance’ through and through: at his deepest root, a god of the sun and of light, 

who is manifested in glory. ‘beauty’ is his element; eternal youth goes with him. 

[...] 

Dionysian art [...] is based upon the interplay of drunkenness and ecstasy. there are two powers above 

all that elevate man in his naive natural state into the oblivion of the self that comes through ecstasy ; 

these are the instincts of springtime and intoxicating drink. their effects are symbolized in the figure

of Dionysus. 

t.S. eliot, “tHe wASte lAnd”, in The WasTe LanD anD oTher Poems, londReS, 
pengUin clASSicS, 2003, p. 55-56
the burial of the dead
“april is the cruellest month, breeding

lilacs out of the dead land, mixing

Memory and desire, stirring

Dull roots with spring rain.

Winter kept us warm, covering

earth in forgetful snow, feeding

a little life with dried tubers.
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[…]

What are the roots that clutch, what branches grow

out of this stony rubbish? son of man,

you cannot say, or guess, for you know only

a heap of broken images, where the sun beats,

and the dead tree gives no shelter, the cricket no relief,

and the dry stone no sound of water. only

there is shadow under this red rock

(come in under the shadow of this red rock),

and i will show you something different from either

your shadow at morning striding behind you

or your shadow at evening rising to meet you;

i will show you fear in a handful of dust.

 Frisch weht der Wind

 Der Heimat zu

 Mein Irisch Kind

 Wo weilest du ?

‘you gave me hyacinths first a year ago;

‘they called me the hyacinth girl.’

– yet when we came back, late, from the hyacinth garden,

your arms full, and your hair wet, i could not

speak, and my eyes failed, i was neither

living nor dead, and i knew nothing,

looking into the heart of light, the silence.”

eScHYle, « leS eUMénideS », L’oresTie, tRAdUit dU gRec pAR dAniel loAYzA, 
pARiS, flAMMARion, 2001, p. 210
« as i went towards the inner shrine, all hung with wreaths,

there on the navel-stone a suppliant was sitting,

a man polluted – blood still wet on hands that grasp

a reeking sword; yet on his head fresh olive-leaves,

twined thickly with white wool, show heedful reverence.

so far i can speak plainly. but beside this man,

stretched upon benches, sleeping, a strange company

of women – no, not women; Gorgons – yet, again,

they are not like Gorgons. harpies i saw painted once,

Monsters robbing King phineus of his feast; but these

are wingless, black, utterly loathsome; their vile breath

vents in repulsive snoring; from their eyes distils

a filthy rheum; their garb is wickedness to wear

in sight of the gods’ statues or in human homes.

they are creatures of no race i ever saw; no land

could breed them and not bear the curse of God and man. »

MicHel leiRiS, miroir De La Tauromachie, fontfRoide, fAtA MoRgAnA, 1981, p. 39
«in the bullfighting pass, the torero, in short, with his calculated movements, his skill, his technique, 

represents the superhuman geometrical beauty, the archetype, the platonic idea. this ideal beauty,

timeless, comparable only to the harmony of the stars, has a constant relationship of contact, caress,

and threat with the catastrophe of the bull, a sort of monster or foreign body that tends to rush towards

contempt for all rules, like a dog knocking over the skittles of a wellaligned game of such platonic ideas.»
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5. aRoUnD ThE ExhIBITIon

PaRoLE
extRA! tHe feStivAl of living liteRAtURe 
11 - 15 septeMber 2019

a major milestone in the cultural programme of the centre pompidou, Extra!, the festival of living 

literature returns for its 3rd edition and continues to showcase the very diverse forms of contemporary 

literature: performed, exhibited, published, discussed, digital, audio or visual. right in the middle 

of the literary season, the Extra! festival will also award the bernard heidsieck-centre pompidou prize

 for an outstanding work of literature «outside the book».

installation

StefAn bRüggeMAnn, HEADLInES AnD LAST LInES (GuErnICA), 2019

ForuM

4 - 29 septeMber 2019

chiming with the exhibition «bacon: books and painting», and on the occasion of the Extra! festival, 

stefan brüggemann, the German-Mexican artist who endlessly reprocesses texts and writings 

into artworks, is invited to exhibit a monumental painting, Headlines and last lines (Guernica), in the Forum. 

consisting of multicoloured writings sprayed onto a large shimmering surface, based on texts taken from 

the front pages of newspapers and the last lines of films, this work produces a visual and textual battle 

evoking the information overload that surrounds us and fashions our diffracted identity.

With the support of eugenio lopez and the hauser & Wirth. 

tHe bAcon booK clUb
7 pM, in the exhibition

to explore the close relationship that came to be woven between the pictorial work of Francis bacon 

and writers, a series of literary evenings will be organised in the exhibition itself, around bacon’s 

paintings. how do contemporary writers view bacon’s pictorial work? Does it inspire them in their writing? 

these evenings will contribute to making the profound link between Francis bacon’s work and literature 

even more vibrant and active.

With the suppport of Francis bacon Mb art Foundation, Monaco

thursDay septeMber 12, 2019

christian prigent - violaine lochu

thursDay october 10, 2019

chloé Delaume - perrine le Querrec - 

Fiorenza Menini

thursDay october 24, 2019

catherine harton - Jonathan littell

thursDay noveMber 7, 2019

philippe sollers

thursDay DeceMber 6, 2019

Dominique Fernandez -

 agnès vannouvong

thursDay January 9, 2020

Will self - edmund White
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syMposiuM

fRAnciS bAcon : A fRencH pASSion ?
FriDay 4 october, 2.30 pM - 6.30 pM

petite salle (Free aDMission)

symposium organised by the centre Georges pompidou and the centre de recherches de l’institut des arts (paris 1 panthéon-sorbonne).

.

the exhibition titled « bacon : books and painting » highlights the influence of literature on bacon’s work. 

conversely, Francis bacon and his work have inspired many writers and thinkers, such as Gilles Deleuze, 

philippe sollers, Jean clair, but also, more recently, Kundera, Jonathan littell and others. 

the symposium « Francis bacon : a French passion ? » explores the special relationships that developed 

in France, particularly in paris, between Francis bacon, a Francophile and a French speaker, and a large 

number of native French writers and intellectuals. 

Francis bacon’s work is a corpus of paintings that are rich in images, symbols and emotions, an open 

invitation to discuss and reflect upon them. it never leaves authors indifferent. 

in parallel to his art, bacon regularly gave interviews on painting, art and literature. taken together, 

these famous interviews have become a key focus of French commentary on words and writing. 

lastly, Francis bacon was quite a character! 

the fascination he exerted on the French artistic intelligentsia was based largely on the mythical figure 

he deliberately embodied, that of the bohemian if not the damned artist; he was perhaps the last such 

representative in a century that saw the radical transformation of the status of this figure.

coming from a variety of different backgrounds, the participants in this symposium propose to examine 

and question these three fields of research.

thanks to the intellectual affinity between Michel leiris and Francis bacon, leiris became bacon’s 

favoured representative in France and his intermediary in the artistic milieu, paving the way for his first 

great solo exhibitions in paris, particularly the one in the Grand palais (1971). but beyond his personal 

friendships (including with the poet Jacques Dupin), there was a veritable fascination - which still 

continues to this day - among the literary milieu for the british painter.

speaKers :

Miguel egaña, university professor of fine arts, université de paris 1- panthéon sorbonne

carol Jacobi, curator, director of the tate modern

didier ottinger, deputy director of the Musée national d’art moderne, centre pompidou

Michael peppiatt, art critic

emmanuel pernoud, university professor, université de paris1 - panthéon - sorbonne

Anne Sauvagnargues, university professor of philosophy, université de paris - ouest

dominique viart, university professor of literature, member of the institut universitaire de France, 

université de paris-ouest
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cEnTRE PoMPIDoU PoDcaSTS
the audio tours of centre pompidou are being transformed and are now podcasts that you can listen 

to at home, in public transport or in the Museum, before, during and after your visit.

this new type of audioguide is available most notably for exhibitions in Galeries 1, 2 and 3. 

this tour guide is available for the exhibition «bacon: books and painting», taking visitors through 

the literary sources of inspiration in the world of Francis bacon. in this podcast, each reading provided 

in the exhibition - nietzsche, t.s. eliot, bataille, leiris, conrad and aeschylus - is introduced 

with a commentary by Didier ottinger, curator of the exhibition, in order to provide a better understanding 

and to reveal the influence of these authors on the painter’s work.

Available from 11 september 2019
FinD theM in :

- the centre poMpiDou’s Webiste :

https://WWW.centrepoMpiDou.Fr/poDcasts

- every poDcast app

- every listeninG platForM

this poDcast is available in French anD enGlish

woRKShoPS foR yoUnG aUDIEncES
bAcon 2/5 YeARS-old
We all have two eyes, a mouth, a nose, but are they always the same? 

how and when can a face change? 

Knitting their brows, puffing out their cheeks, pressing on their nose… children can observe each and 

every expression on their faces through a wide range of emotions, nursery rhymes, mimics and grimaces.

playing body games, they twist, stretch and transform their usual postures. 

their silhouettes in movement are reflected in a series of deforming mirrors. 

What do we feel when we become long and thin, supple and elastic, tiny or gigantic?

these astonishing shapes discovered in the course of a workshop will then be recognised by children 

when they see the exhibition.

FaMily WorKshops For 2-5-year-olDs

saturDays anD sunDays, 3.00 pM - 4.30 pM

€10 For aDults, tr €8 / €8 For chilDren

bAcon 6/10 YeARS-old
nothing is ever set in stone in Francis bacon’s world.

the characters that live in his paintings are almost always moving!

in a theatrical and pictorial exercise, children venture into the metamorphoses that were so dear 

to the painter. 

What we thought was familiar suddenly becomes highly unexpected.

children work on their portrait to modify it artistically (by blurring, extending lines, lighting up forms) 

before they visit the exhibition.

FaMily WorKshops For 6-10-year-olDs

saturDays anD sunDays, 2.30 pM - 4.30 pM

€10 For aDults, tr €8 / €8 For chilDren

new
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a cUSToM PRoGRaM foR MEMBERS
For the exhibition devoted to Francis bacon, the centre pompidou has created several original events. 

prior to the exhibition, members can immerse themselves in the artist’s literary passions and discover 

the selection of texts that will be broadcast vocally in the exhibition. through an online survey, these 

members have made their suggestions for personalities to read out the texts. the voices of some of them, 

such as Mathieu amalric, Jean-Marc barr and carlo brandt, will be heard in the exhibition.

a few days before the opening, Didier ottinger, the exhibition curator, will invite members to attend 

an exclusive conference. he will share with members the various stages in his work and the choices

he made, and will offer a preview of the exhibition design.

a visit will be organised to present the exhibition set-up. it will reveal the background to the installation 

of the works and will enable visitors to discover the different skills involved. the centre pompidou 

will also invite a group of members for a preview of the exhibition, providing the centre with an opportunity 

to assess the first impressions of the public.

lastly, to close the year 2019, in December the centre pompidou will organise a special evening around 

bacon. participative activities and exclusive visits will be offered to members.

click HeRe for more information on the pop’ programme.
With the pop’ memberships programme, the centre pompidou offers its members an opportunity to play 

a role in creation and to participate throughout the year in numerous artistic events (performances, 

workshops, meetings with artists…).
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6. PUBLIcaTIonS

bAcon en toUteS lettReS
exhibition catalogue

edited by Didier ottinger

23 x 30 cm

242 pages

42€

publication on august 28th, 2019

the catalogue, in addition to the exhibition, deals with the powerful link between bacon’s works and literature.

the triptychs are the subject of an exceptional presentation in foldouts leaflets, which better show 

their visual impact

SUMMARY

illustrated essays

chris stephens:  «voir la mort à l’œuvre. l’iconographie tardive de Francis bacon »

Miguel egaña : « Deleuze « derrière l’épaule » de Francis bacon »

Michael peppiatt :  « Francis bacon et William shakespeare »

catherine howe :  « transgressions textuelles. l’héritage français de Francis bacon »

corpus

57 artworks, 12 triptychs

Appendices

Francis bacon’s bookshelf

anna hiddleston-Galloni, Francis bacon. chronology
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a carefully chosen selection of excerpts by French writers, critics and philosophers which bears witness 

to the reception of the artist’s work in France and its impact on the French intellectual and artistic scene.

on the occasion of this exhibition, a range of products is proposed, inspired by some of bacon’s 

masterpieces, including stationery, textiles and the arts of the table. 

reproduction of Study for Bullfight no. 2

30 x 40 cm

17,90 €

bAcon: booKS And pAinting
exhibition album

edited by Didier ottinger

27 x 27 cm

60 pages

9,50 €

publication on august 28th, 2019

fRAnciS bAcon AU ScAlpel deS lettReS fRAnçAiSeS
edited by Didier ottinger and anna hiddleston-Galloni

12 x 18,5 cm

60 pages

14,90 €

publication on august 28th, 2019

otHeR pRodUctS

the album includes an introduction written by the exhibition curator, an analysis of the 12 triptychs 

presented in the exhibition, as well as a synthetic chronology.
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7. PRESS vISUaLS
all or part of the works in this press kit are protected by copyright.

images should not be cropped, overprinted, or transformed.
the images must be correctly credited.
files should only be used as part of promoting the exhibit.
individual panels of triptychs should not be shown without any other sign.
the press should not store images beyond exhibition dates or send them to third parties.

A proof of paper or pdf must be sent to the press service of the centre pompidou,
4 rue brantôme 75191 paris cedex 4 or dorothee.mireux@centrepompidou.fr

He woRKS of ARt contRolled bY AdAgp (www.adagp.fr) cAn be pUbliSHed UndeR tHe fol-
lowing conditionS:

For press publications that have concluDeD a convention With aDaGp:

refer to the stipulations of this one.

For other press publications:

•	 the 2 first reproductions illustrating an article dedicated to current events are free of charge

if their format does not exceed a quarter of page.

beyond this number (two) and exceeding this format (quarter of page), all reproductions are subjected

to the payment of rights.

•	 any reproduction on the cover or on the front page has to be the object of a request for permission

with aDaGp (press Department).

•	 the credit line to be mentioned with any reproduction is:

name of the artist, title and date of work, followed by the copyright © aDaGp paris 2019

(year of publication), whatever is the origin of the image or the place of preservation of the work.

these conditions are available for press websites (definition of files must not exceed 1600 pixels :

length and width).

these conditions are valid for websites with an online press status, being understood

that for online press publications, the definition of files is limited to 1600 pixels.

For television coveraGe :

•	For	television	channels	with	a	general	contract	with	ADAGP:

the use of the images is free provided to insert in the credits or to embed the mentions of copyright

mandatory: name of the author, title, date of the work followed by © aDaGp, paris 2019 and whatever

the provenance of the image or the place of conservation of the work except special copyrights indicated below.

the date of diffusion must be specified to the aDaGp by mail: audiovisuel@adagp.fr

•	For	TV	channels	that	do	not	have	a	general	contract	with	ADAGP:

exoneration of the first two works illustrating a report devoted to a news event.

beyond this number, uses will be subject to the right of reproduction / representation;

a request for prior authorization must be sent to aDaGp: audiovisuel@adagp.fr.

conDitions For reproDuction anD use

For audiovisual and web, images can not be copied, shared or redirected nor reproduced via social networks.

in any case, the use is allowed only during the duration of the exhibition.
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02. francis bacon

In Memory of George Dyer, 1971

oil and letraset on canvas, triptych, 198 x 147.50 cm

Fondation beyeler - beyeler Museum, bâle

© the estate of Francis bacon /all rights reserved / adagp, paris and Dacs, london 2019

© the estate of Francis bacon. all rights reserved. Dacs/artimage 2019. photo: hugo Maertens

do not USe in coveR

03. francis bacon

Triptych May- June 1973, 1973

oil on canvas, each panel 198 x 147.5 cm

private collection

© the estate of Francis bacon /all rights reserved / adagp, paris and Dacs, london 2019

© the estate of Francis bacon. all rights reserved. Dacs/artimage 2019. photo: prudence cuming associates ltd

01. francis bacon

Study for Portrait (Michel Leiris), 1978

oil on canvas, 35.5 x 30.5 cm

centre pompidou, paris

Donation louise and Michel leiris

© the estate of Francis bacon /all rights reserved / 

adagp, paris and Dacs, london 2019

photo © centre pompidou, MnaM-cci/bertrand prévost/

Dist. rMn-Gp

do not USe in coveR

04. francis bacon

Triptych Inspired by the Oresteia of Aeschylus, 1981

oil on canvas, each panel 198 x 148 cm

astrup Fearnley Muse et fur moderne Kunst, oslo

© the estate of Francis bacon /all rights reserved / adagp, paris and Dacs, london 2019

© the estate of Francis bacon. all rights reserved. Dacs/artimage 2019. photo: prudence cuming associates ltd 
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08. francis bacon

Triptych inspired by T.S Eliot’s poem, Sweeney Agoniste, 1967

oil and pastel on canvas, 198 x 147 cm

hirshhorn Museum and sculpture Garden - smithsonian institution, Washington

© the estate of Francis bacon /all rights reserved / adagp, paris and Dacs, london 2019

photography by cathy carver. hirshhorn Museum and sculpture Garden, smithsonian institution

09. francis bacon

Triptych 1986-7 Cr87-01, 1986-1987

oil, pastel, aerosol et letraset on canvas, 198 x 147.5 cm private collection, london 

© the estate of Francis bacon /all rights reserved / adagp, paris and Dacs, london 2019

© the estate of Francis bacon. all rights reserved. Dacs/artimage 2019. photo: prudence cuming associates ltd

07. francis bacon

Œdipus and the Sphinx after Ingres, 1983

oil on canvas, 198 x 147.5 cm

berardo collection, lisbon

© the estate of Francis bacon /all rights reserved / 

adagp, paris and Dacs, london 2019

© the estate of Francis bacon. all rights reserved. Dacs/

artimage 2019. photo: prudence cuming associates ltd

do not USe in coveR

06. francis bacon

Street Scene (with Car in Distance), 1984

oil on canvas

private collection

© the estate of Francis bacon /all rights reserved / 

adagp, paris and Dacs, london 2019

© the estate of Francis bacon. all rights reserved. Dacs/

artimage 2019. photo: prudence cuming associates ltd

05. francis bacon

Sand Dune, 1983

oil on canvas, pastel anad dust, 198 x147.5 cm

Fondation beyeler – beyeler Museum, bâle

© the estate of Francis bacon /all rights reserved / 

adagp, paris and Dacs, london 2019

© the estate of Francis bacon. all rights reserved. Dacs/

artimage 2019. photo: prudence cuming associates ltd
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12. francis bacon

Three Portraits – Posthumous of George Dyer; Self-Portrait; Portrait of Lucien Freud, 1973

oil on canvas, each panel 198 x 147.5 cm

private collection, switzerland

© the estate of Francis bacon /all rights reserved / adagp, paris and Dacs, london 2019

© the estate of Francis bacon. all rights reserved. Dacs/artimage 2019. photo: prudence cuming associates ltd

14. francis bacon 

Study of a Bull, 1991

oil on canvas, aerosol and dust, 198 x 147.5 cm

agnelli collection, london

© the estate of Francis bacon /all rights reserved / 

adagp, paris and Dacs, london 2019

© the estate of Francis bacon. all rights reserved. Dacs/

artimage 2019. photo: prudence cuming associates ltd

10. francis bacon

Triptych, 1976

oil on canvas, pastel et letters in transfert , 198 x 147.5 cm

private collection

© the estate of Francis bacon /all rights reserved / adagp, paris and Dacs, london 2019

© the estate of Francis bacon. all rights reserved. Dacs/artimage 2019. photo: prudence cuming associates ltd

13. francis bacon 

Portrait of George Dyer in a Mirror, 1968 Cr68-05, 1968

oil on canvas, 198 x 147 cm

agnelli collection, london

© the estate of Francis bacon /all rights reserved / 

adagp, paris and Dacs, london 2019

© the estate of Francis bacon. all rights reserved. Dacs/

artimage 2019. photo: hugo Maertens

11. francis bacon 

Triptych, 1970

oil on canvas

each panel: 198 × 147,5 cm

national Gallery of australia, canberra

© the estate of Francis bacon /all rights reserved /

adagp, paris and Dacs, london 2019

© the estate of Francis bacon. all rights reserved. 

Dacs/artimage 2019. photo: hugo Maertens
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Triptych, 1967

oil on canvas

left board : 198,8 × 148,3 cm ; 

right and middle boards : 198,8 × 148 cm

hirshhorn Museum and sculpture Garden, 

smithsonian institution, Washington, D.c.

Gift of the Joseph h. hirshhorn Foundation, 1972

Portrait of George Dyer in a Mirror, 1968

oil on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

Museo thyssen-bornemisza, Madrid 

Study for Bullfight no. 2, 1969

oil on canvas, 198,3 × 147,5 cm

Musée des beaux-arts de lyon

Triptych, 1970

oil on canvas

each board : 198 × 147,5 cm

national Gallery of australia, canberra

Three Studies of the Male Back, 1970

oil on canvas

each board : 198 × 147,5 cm

Kunsthaus Zürich, vereinigung Zürcher Kunstfreunde, Zurich

Self-Portrait, 1971

oil on canvas, 35,5 × 30,5 cm

centre pompidou, Musée national d’art moderne, paris

Donation louise et Michel leiris, 1984

In Memory of George Dyer, 1971

oil and letraset on canvas

each board : 198.00 x 147.50 cm 

Fondation beyeler - beyeler Museum, bâle

In Memory of George Dyer, 1971

oil and letterings on canvas

each board : 198 × 147,5 cm

Fondation beyeler, beyeler collection, riehen/bâle

Study of red Pope, 1962, Second Version, 1971

oil on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

private collection

Second Version of ‘Painting’ 1946, Museum of Modern Art, new York, 

1971

oil on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

Museum ludwig, cologne

Female nude Standing in a Doorway, 1972

oil on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

centre pompidou, Musée national d’art moderne, paris

Dation 2007, ancienne collection de M. et Mme Jean-pierre Moueix

Triptych August 1972, 1972

oil and sand on canvas

each board : 198 × 147,5 cm

tate Gallery, londres

purchased 1980

Self-Portrait, 1973

oil and letterings on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

private collection

Three Portraits – Posthumous Portrait of George Dyer ; 

Self-Portrait ; Portrait of Lucian Freud, 1973

oil on canvas

each board : 198 × 147,5 cm

esther Grether Family collection

Triptych May–June 1973, 1973

oil on canvas

each board : 198 × 147,5 cm

esther Grether Family collection

Seated Figure, 1974

oil and pastel on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

private collection

Three Figures and Portrait, 1975

oil, pastel, resin and sand on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

tate Gallery, londres

purchased 1977

Study from the Human Body, 1975

oil, pastel and letterings on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

private collection

Self-Portrait, 1976

oil on canvas, 35,5 × 30,5 cm

Musée cantini, Marseille

anonymous donation, 1976

Study for Self-Portrait, 1976

oil and pastel on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

art Gallery of new south Wales, sydney

Triptych, 1976

oil, pastel and letterings on canvas

each board : 198 × 147,5 cm

private collection

Study for Portrait (Michel Leiris), 1978

oil on canvas, 35.5 x 30.5 cm

centre pompidou, Musée national d’art moderne, paris

Study for Portrait (Michel Leiris), 1978

oil and spray paint on canvas

35,5 × 30,5 cm

centre pompidou, Musée national d’art moderne, paris

Donation louise et Michel leiris, 1984

Landscape, 1978

oil and pastel on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

esther Grether Family collection

Three Studies for Self-Portrait, 1979

oil on canvas

each board : 37,5 × 31,8 cm

Metropolitan Museum of art, new york

Jacques and natasha Gelman collection, 1998

8. LIST of ExhIBITED woRKS
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Jet of Water, 1979

oil and letterings on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

private collection

Study from the Human Body, 1991

oil, pastel et spray paint on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

private collection

Carcass of Meat and Bird of Prey, 1980

oil and letterings on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

Musée des beaux-arts de lyon

Triptych Inspired by The Oresteia of Aeschylus, 1981

oil on canvas

each board : 198 × 147,5 cm

astrup Fearnley Museet, oslo

Sand Dune, 1981

oil, pastel, dust and letterings on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

private collection

Study from the Human Body, 1981

oil and spray paint on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

private collection, londres

courtesy Gagosian Gallery

Study of the Human Body, 1981-1982

oil and pastel on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

centre pompidou, Musée national d’art moderne, paris

Water from a running Tap, 1982

oil and spray paint on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

private collection

A Piece of Waste Land, 1982

oil and letterings on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

private collection

Study for the Eumenides, 1982

oil, pastel and letterings on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

Frederick r. Weisman art Foundation, los angeles

Study from the Human Body, 1983

oil, pastel and spray paint on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

the Menil collection, houston

Œdipus and the Sphinx After Ingres, 1983

oil on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

Museu coleçao berardo, lisbonne

Sand Dune, 1983

oil, pastel and dust on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

Fondation beyeler, beyeler collection, riehen/bâle

‘Blood on Pavement’, 1984

oil on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

private collection

Still Life – Broken Statue and Shadow, 1984

oil, pastel et spray paint on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

private collection

‘Street Scene (with Car in Distance), 1984

oil, spray paint and letterings on canvas , 198 × 147,5 cm

private collection

Painting March 1985, 1985

oil and spray paint, 198 × 147,5 cm

private collection

Blood on the Floor – Painting, 1986

oil and pastel on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

private collection

Study from the Human Body, 1986

oil, pastel, spray paint and letterings on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

Marlbourough international Fine art

Triptych 1986–7, 1986-1987

oil, pastel, spray paint and letterings on canvas

each board : 198 × 147,5 cm

private collection

Second Version of Triptych 1944, 1988

oil and spray paint on canvas

each board : 198 × 147,5 cm

tate Gallery, londres

presented by the artist, 1991

Study from the Human Body and Portrait, 1988

oil, pastel, spray paint and letterings on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

la collection lambrecht-schadeberg

lauréate du prix rubens de la ville de siegen

en dépôt permanent au Museum für Gegenwartskunst siegen, 

siegen

Man at Washbasin, 1989-1990

oil and spray paint on canvas, 198 × 147,5 cm

Marlborough international Fine art

Portrait of Jacques Dupin, 1990

oil on canvas, 35,5 × 30,5 cm

Fonds national d’art contemporain, paris

Dépôt au Musée de picardie, amiens

Study of a Bull, 1991

oil, spray paint and dus on canvas

198 × 147,5 cm

private collection

charles Matton

Francis Bacon’s workshop, 1986

various materials

private collection
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9. PRacTIcaL InfoRMaTIon

curator

didier ottinger, deputy director of the Musée national d’art moderne

assisted by  Anna Hiddleston, assistant curator, modern collections, Musée national d’art moderne

head of production : Maud desseignes

exhibition Design : laurence fontaine

 ThE ExhIBITIon

 aDMISSIon anD PRIcES

 SUIvEz-noUS ! 

the centre pompidou is on
Facebook, twitter, instagram,
youtube and soundcloud :

@centrepompidou 

#centrepompidou

 aT ThE SaME TIME In ThE cEnTRE PoMPIDoU  

centre pompidou, 75191 paris cedex 04 

+ 33 1 44 78 12 33

Access : metro hôtel de ville and rambuteau, rer châtelet-les-halles  

opening times: every day from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m., except tuesdays and May 1*

Admission: €15, reduced price €12

free for those under 18. Young people under 26*, teachers and students at schools of art, drama, dance and music and members

of the Maison des artistes may visit the Museum for free and buy tickets for exhibitions at the concessionary rate. free admission

for centre pompidou members

Home printable tickets: centrepompidou.fr

online ReSeRvAtionS onlY, See pAge 3: www.billetterie.centrepompidou.fr

* Nationals of Member States of the eU or the european economic area aged 18–25.

valid the same day for the Musée National d’art Modern and all exhibitions. 

in pARiS 

doRotHY iAnnone
toUJoURS de l’AUdAce
25 septeMber 2019 - 6 January 2020
salle Focus, niveau 4

pRix MARcel dUcHAMp 2019
9 october 2019 - 6 January 2020
Galerie 4, niveau 1

cAlAiS-téMoigneR de lA « JUngle »
16 october 2019 - 24 February 2020
Galerie De photoGraphies, niveau -1

coSMopoliS 2
23 october - 23 DeceMber 2019
Galerie 3, niveau 1

pointS de RencontReS 
30 october 2019 - 27 January 2020
Galeries Du Musée 
et D’art GraphiQue, niveau 4

boltAnSKi
fAiRe Son teMpS
13 noveMber 2019 - 16 March 2020
Galerie 1, niveau 6

in Metz  

RebeccA HoRn
tHéâtRe deS MétAMoRpHoSeS
8 June 2019 - 13 January 2020 

woRld opeRA 
lA qUête d’Un ARt totAl
22 June 2019 - 27 January 2020 

tHe extAtic eYe 
SeRgUeï eiSenStein à lA cRoiSée
28 septeMber 2019 - 24 February 2020

contact
Pénélope Ponchelet
+ 33 1 42 72 60  01 
penelope@claudinecolin.com
centrepompidou-metz.fr 

in MAlAgA  

ModeRn UtopiAS 
until 2 March 2020

contact presse@centrepompidou.fr
centrepompidou-malaga.eu

 PRESS conTacTS

press officers

dorothée Mireux

+ 33 1 44 78 46 60

dorothee.mireux@centrepompidou.fr

timothée nicot

+ 33 1 44 78 45 79

timothee.nicot@centrepompidou.fr

Marine prévot

+ 33 1 44 78 48 56

marine.prevot@centrepompidou.fr

presse@centrepompidou.fr

for cross-departmental requests

centrepompidou.fr/presse

click here to access the press area

See 

infoRMAtion 

pAge 3

https://www.centrepompidou.fr/cpv/agenda/event.action?param.id=FR_R-98422f4ec997b38e22b5fcc316c6dff7&param.idSource=FR_E-98422f4ec997b38e22b5fcc316c6dff7
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10. ExhIBITIon PaTRonS

Pwc
MajoR BEnEfacToR
the corporate foundation pwc France et afrique Francophone pour la culture et la solidarité was founded 

in 2007. For its founding members, the ambition was to support major national cultural events.

they also wanted to show the consultancy and auditing firm’s 6400 employees and 12,000 clients 

the grassroots involvement of the company in the social and cultural life of our country. it is important 

to bear in mind that alongside this action in favour of culture, the pwc Foundation also supports important 

social projects by encouraging its staff members to show their solidarity through several schemes: 

financing projects led by their associations, devoting time to them, and setting up partnerships with 

associations and nGos.

in addition, as a committed stakeholder, in 2016 the foundation launched the movement #letsgoFrance 

to showcase all those who contribute to the success of the French economy.

this year, as part of its ongoing commitment to the centre pompidou, and as one of its major
benefactors, pwc france et Afrique francophone pour la culture et la Solidarité is providing
 its patronage for the exhibition «bacon: books and painting».

by providing financial assistance for the organisation of this new exhibition, the members of 

the Foundation and its president, bernard Gainnier, are proud to be able to contribute, in accordance 

with the law of 1 august 2003 on patronage, to the commitment of French companies in favour of 

the artistic and cultural activity of our country.

about pwc France et pays Francophones d’afrique:

in France and in Francophone countries in africa, pwc develops consultancy, auditing and chartered 

accounting missions with a sector-based approach.

251,000 people in 158 countries throughout the pwc international network share solutions, expertise 

and innovative perspectives with a view to improving the quality of service for customers and partners. 

pwc members in France and in Francophone africa count some 6400 people in 23 countries.

by working on a daily basis to advise and support customers in order to help them succeed, pwc 

contributes to the dynamism of the French economy. through its expert analyses and studies, pwc also 

commits to anticipating future economies and developing new uses for technology. lastly, by providing 

risk management solutions, pwc creates trust between stakeholders and helps to secure the future

of the French economy.

For further information: www.pwc.fr and letsgofrance.fr
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nExITy
nexity is proud to lend its support to the centre pompidou, which is devoting a vast exhibition to bacon 
more than twenty years after the last great french retrospective of the artist.

nexitY AiMS to SUppoRt All people in tHeiR ReAl-eStAte pRoJectS
For private individuals, companies and local authorities, nexity offers the broadest range of advice 

and expertise, products, services and solutions in order to assist our customers and meet all their needs.

our business lines - transactions, management, design, property development, planning, consultancy 

and all associated services - are dovetailed to serve and assist these customers. as the benchmark 

company in our sector, we are firmly committed to all our customers but also to our environment

 and society at large.

nexity is quoted on the srD and in compartment a of euronext

Member of the indices: sbF80, sbF120, cacMid60, cac Mid & small and cac all tradable

Mnemo: nxi - reuters code: nxi.pa - bloomberg code: nxi Fp

isin code: Fr0010112524

pReSS contAct
blandine castarède - communication and brand director

 + 33 (0)1 85 55 15 52 - bcastarede@nexity.fr


